CASE STUDY

BUSINESS
ANALYSIS TOOLS
ARE FINALLY READY FOR PRIME TIME

Business Analysis Tools

Overview
The addition of Business Analysis (BA) Tools can provide benefits by increasing requirements quality, enabling requirements
traceability, minimizing rework, leveraging reuse of existing artifacts (“define it once, use it in many places”), generating
different outputs based upon different audience needs, and supporting on-line, collaborative reviews and approvals.
Doreen Evans Associates (DEA) recognized the value of employing BA tools early on and continues to use them on all of its
requirements projects. DEA’s BA tool experts keep current with the ever-growing list of BA tool vendors and products,
conducting tool evaluations internally as well as for clients and maintaining a BA tool evaluation methodology.
This document provides preliminary information to get you started in understanding what is meant by “BA Tools” and in
recognizing the value of using robust BA tools. It includes recommendations and the beginning of a set of BA tool
requirements that you should expand upon before bringing in BA tool vendors and conducting a comprehensive evaluation
to determine which tool is right for your organization.

Who Uses and Benefits from a Business Analysis Tool?
While the Business Analyst is the primary user of the BA tool, their project partners benefit greatly from BA tool capabilities
and from the artifacts that are stored in it and available for use.
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Business Analysis Tools - General Categories
The majority of the software products for the Business Analyst that exist in the marketplace today can be broken down into
three distinct categories. However, not all BA tools are created equal and they can possess some or all of the capabilities
described below. Regardless of whether you have one or many tools to support the BA environment, integration of these
tools is a key factor in their usability and long-term success.
Requirements Definition
Requirements Definition Tools are software products designed to aid the Business Analyst during the elicitation and capture
of requirements. These products are deployed during the requirements project planning and analysis phases of a project.
They can take on many forms, including:
•
•
•
•

Traditional CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) tools, which are based on structured modeling
techniques
Visualization suites
Business process modeling software
Requirements structuring tools

Requirements Management
Requirements Management Tools are software products that focus on requirements once they have been defined. These
tools pick up where requirements definition tools leave off by:
•
•
•

Providing the ability to store requirements in a single location (repository)
Enabling viewing of the relationships that exist among requirements
Tracking and managing requirement status and any changes made throughout a project’s lifecycle

Requirements Collaboration
Requirements Collaboration Tools support the collaborative interaction and information sharing that occurs among
members of the Business Analysis team and stakeholders. Collaboration is the cornerstone of effective Business Analysis
and should be supported and even enhanced through the
use of a Business Analysis tool. Collaboration tools allow
for seamless communication, review and comment among
the Business Analysis team, other project team members,
and stakeholders.
Each of these three categories of tools represents an
important component within the “ideal” Business Analyst
tool solution, supporting the overall requirements
process, while enabling each of the knowledge areas in
the IIBA® BA Body of Knowledge (BABOK).
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BA Tool Requirements to Support the Requirements Life Cycle Process
In order to ensure that the right technology is selected to support the requirements gathering, organizing, analysis and
publication activities, DEA has developed a list of important requirements, based upon best practices, that can be used to
evaluate software solutions. We believe that a robust, repository-based solution that supports modeling and that integrates
with testing and application development is critical, particularly with respect to moderate to high risk projects.
The requirements areas that should be explored for evaluating a BA tool include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements Definition
Requirements Management
Requirements Collaboration
SDLC Integration
Tool Operations (User Experience)
Tool Administration
Tool Cost

The following is a brief sample of requirements in each category. A complete list of BA tool requirements is available
through DEA and can be tailored to suit an organization’s specific needs and culture. A DEA BA tool expert, who has
conducted these BA tool evaluations for different companies and project types, can guide your organization in selecting the
right BA tool.
Requirements Definition
Requirements definition includes the elicitation and documentation of requirements by the Business Analyst. Tools which
support requirements definition provide a means for the Business Analyst to document requirements in both visual and
textual form, and to produce work products which aid that documentation.
Requirement
Number

Requirement Text

RD-1

The tool shall allow the user to create business process diagrams aligned with BPMN notation,
supporting swim lanes, tasks and sub-tasks, decisions, and transitions.
The tool shall allow the user to create use case diagrams aligned with UML notation,
supporting actors, use cases, associations, includes, and extends relationships.
The tool shall allow the user to create generic diagram that can be used to illustrate such
things as the organization hierarchy or the system context
The tool shall have the ability to support a range of requirements artifact types including at
least textual statements but also more complex types such as business process elements, use
cases, actors, data elements, user interface mockups.
The tool shall have the ability to define different types of textual requirements (e.g. data,
functional, business rule, performance, capacity, etc.)
The tool shall have the ability to support textual requirements hierarchies with unlimited
parent-child support (e.g. any number of levels; any type can be child of any other type)

RD-2
RD-3
RD-4
RD-5
RD-6
RD-7
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The tool shall have the ability to have user-defined textual requirement types
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[More…]

Requirements Management
Requirements management is the storage and maintenance of requirements once they have been documented. Tools
which support requirements management should provide the user with the ability to modify requirements, track their
history, and document links/traceability.
Requirement
Number

Requirement Text

RM-1

The tool shall auto-number requirements and maintain these unique identifiers for
requirements elements.

RM-2

The tool shall maintain traceability between requirement elements and other element types as
defined by the links created.

RM-3

The tool shall have the ability to show differences in diagrams graphically, using a before-after
comparison.

RM-4

The tool shall track approval statuses of elements and diagrams.

RM-5

The tool shall have the ability to define baselines and partial baselines

[More…]

Requirements Collaboration
Effective collaboration between stakeholders is critical to the successful completion of a requirements project. A business
analysis tool should enable and encourage open collaboration through multiple methods which can be custom tailored to
meet the needs of the project and the organization.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Text

RC-1

The tool shall have the ability to simulate screen flow and step through a Use Case

RC-2

The tool shall have the ability to notify project team members about changes

RC-3

The tool shall incorporate a version control mechanism which allows multiple users to work
within a single repository while preventing overlap or conflict.
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RC-4

The tool shall allow users to comment on individual requirements and to share comments with
others.

[More…]

SDLC Integration
Requirements impact all phases of the System Development Lifecycle (SDLC). This requires that any tool used to define and
manage requirements be capable of integrating and providing information to other phases of the SDLC.
Requirement
Number

Requirement Text

SI-1

The tool shall be capable of integrating with and providing information to testing tools such as
HP Quality Center.

SI-2

The tool shall be capable of integrating with and providing information to development tools.

SI-3

The tool shall have the ability to maintain alignment of information in both tools (i.e. when
information in one tool changes, related information in the other tool can be made consistent).

[More…]

Tool Operations (User Experience)
To encourage adoption and facilitate use, a business analysis tool must possess basic functionality, interface with common
software tools, and provide information in consumable formats. The tool should offer a positive user experience by being
intuitive, easy to navigate, and offering complete user documentation.
Requirement
Number

Requirement Text

TO-1

The tool shall have the ability to work both online and offline.

TO-2

The tool shall have the ability to ability to import and export artifacts and definitions from/to
Excel and Word.

TO-3

The tool shall have the ability to associate external files to artifacts

[More…]
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Tool Administration
In order to increase its effectiveness and adoption within an organization, a business analysis tool should include
functionality which allows for it to be configured, extended and maintained.
Requirement
Number

Requirement Text

TA-1

The tool shall enable the management of users and user groups, including the ability to assign
group access

TA-2

The tool shall provide the ability to add custom attributes to elements

[More…]

Tool Cost
The cost of business analysis tools can vary greatly and is based on a licensing scheme, the support structure, and additional
add-ons and hardware that may be required.
Requirement
Requirement Text
Number
TC-1

The tool shall support use of shared licenses across the user base.

TC-2

The tool shall include a low cost "read-only" version which can be distributed to anyone who
needs to view material contained within the repository.

[More…]

A Process for Evaluating BA Tools
DEA has found that having a structured process to guide the evaluation of BA tools can help ensure a consistent approach
and assessment of each tool. Included within a robust BA tool evaluation process are the following artifacts:
•
•
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A detailed Process Model and description of the steps for carrying out the evaluation, the roles that participate, and
the templates that are used and outcomes that are generated
Templates can include:
• Master set of BA tool requirements that are configured based upon an organization’s needs
• A Request for Information (RFI) from BA tool vendors
• A BA tool comparative worksheet that provides a means to assign prioritization weights to requirements
and thereby determine an overall rating across any number of BA tools.
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Tool Implementation Services for Roll Out and Usage
The following recommendations represent a sampling of guidelines that an organization should take into consideration as it
moves forward with the implementation of Business Analysis tools. Each organization is different and the implementation,
roll out and usage of the tools need to be evaluated, planned and integrated within the overall environment that includes a
project management approach and system development cycle.

Recommendation

Comments

1.

Make the standardized tool set
available to all BA’s.

All BAs should be provided with a standard BA tool, although the
organization may benefit from a staggered roll-out.

2.

Integrate the selected toolset into
the overall environment.

Document how the selected tool set will be integrated to support
the end-to-end Requirements Life Cycle Process within the context
of the organization’s project management life cycle and system
development life cycle.

3.

Provide training on all of the selected
toolset.

It is not good enough to simply make the tools available. Training
should be provided in what features and functions will best be
used for what purpose. The training should set the tool and its
capabilities within the context of the organization’s requirements
life cycle and business analysis techniques.

4.

Define standards for tool usage and
deliverable creation:
a. Define which tools are used for
which deliverables or sections
within the deliverables.
b. Standardize formatting of the
artifacts/requirements within the
deliverables.
c. Standardize artifact/deliverable
naming conventions.
Create a library of project artifacts
for re-use.

The tools should be mapped to steps within the requirements life
cycle process and to production of specific work
products/deliverables.

5.

Standards and conventions should be developed to ensure the
common look and feel of structure, content, format and naming
across projects.

A library and accompanying index should be established to
promote reusing information across projects.

[More…]

When any business analysis tool is implemented it needs to work in harmony with the people and process aspects of your
organization, as well as integrate into your existing technology environment. In support of this goal, DEA works with our
clients to assist in the implementation and integration of software with your requirements, software development and
project management processes.
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A DEA implementation of business analysis tools follows a detailed strategy which blends the use of software with an
organization’s people, processes, and technology. During implementation DEA follows a build, deploy, and institutionalize
model to work closely with our clients to perform the following activities:
1.

2.

3.

Build: Discovery of the requirements
practices of your organization
including the Software Development
Lifecycle (SDLC), Requirements
Lifecycle (RLC), and Project
Management Lifecycle (PMLC)
processes with a focus on installing
software components, configuring
the tool, and customizing training to
meet the needs of your organization
Deploy: The training and mentoring
of a small user group who will pilot
the tool on actual project work –
lessons learned from the pilot are
incorporated into the enterprise
wide training
Institutionalize: Enterprise wide
training and mentoring focuses on
refining the business analysis skills of
your employees while teaching them
to apply those skills and execute the
business analysis tasks within the
tool in support of the RLC, SDLC, and PMLC.

BA Tool Training
Training can be complicated, especially if the analyst needs to learn new business analysis practices and then how to apply
those practices with new business analysis tools. Most organizations are not equipped for this level of training. DEA
removes the confusion by providing tool instruction while teaching business analysis techniques. Using this approach,
business analysts are able to see how the tools and techniques support the requirements process. By combining the
training of BA skills with the training of the BA tools, we save valuable student time; time that is better spent developing
requirements for actual projects. DEA realizes that a one-time training class is not enough to enact change and
institutionalize best practices; we offer a full curriculum that can be paced to your needs. We also provide mentoring that
can be used to reinforce what your business analysts have learned in class.
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DEA training courses can include:
•
•
•

Case Studies which relate concepts and techniques to real world activities
Virtual Training sessions to train a geographically
dispersed workforce
Refreshers and training aids for use during and after
class room sessions

DEA is an IIBA® endorsed education provider and offers a
comprehensive training curriculum to enable the skills and
competencies needed for new and experienced business
analysts. Our courses are based on hundreds of hours of handson project participation and course-hour instruction by DEA’s
senior consultants. DEA courses have been endorsed by the IIBA®
and participants are eligible for CDU credit which can be put
towards a CBAP and CCBA certification.

Next Steps
If you’re unclear where to begin, what tools you should consider,
which requirements are important to you, how to set up the BA
tool environment, conduct training and roll it out to your business analysts, you may want to consider using a BA tool
expert to get you started and guide your effort.
If you would like to find out more, please visit our website www.teamrg.com.
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